Split Vision,
poems and reflections by Lois B. Hayna on her audio CD.

Reflection on writing by Hayna, Track #1
Late to the Vineyard, #2
Reflection on writing by Hayna, Track #3
The Presence of Absence, #4
The Surreptitious DNA, #5
Village Requiem, #6
Nightseasons, #7
Reflection on writing by Hayna, Track #8
The Change: Mildred Andrews, #9
The Change: Kitty Peterson, #10
The Change: Thelma Malone, #11
Bounty, #12
Slow Season, #13
Unstuck in Time, #14
Spring Chicken, #15
Reflection on writing by Hayna, Track #16
October Music, #17
Having Survived the Flood, #18
Riddling the Midnights, #19
Orpah and Ruth, #20
American Footnote, #21
The Return of Ulysses, #22
Hex, #23
Twice Upon a Time, #24
At the Edge of the Forest, #25
Postscript, #26
A Charm to Learn to Relinquish, #27
St. Joseph’s Lilies, #28
Margin for the Moon, #31
Wildlings, #32
Letter from a Cold Distance, #33
Creating Distance, #34
Elegy in the Desert, #35
From the Sonora, #36
Falls the Shadow, #37
Keeping Still, #38
Wild Honey, #39
Scissors Cut Paper, #40
Midpoint, #41
Shredding, #42
Room for Doubt, #43
Taos Spring, #44
To Lie Down Lean, #45
No Petty Pace, #46
Through the Dark Air, #47
The Nonagenarian Wakes Early, #48
The Nonagenarian Can’t Find her Glasses, #49
The Nonagenarian Dreams She is Pregnant, #50
The Morning After the Ice Storm, #51
Collage, #52

Entries from a Journal, #29
We meet in Costume, #30